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VINAYA: PERPETUUM MOBILE

Ann Heirman, Ghent National University

Basing themselves on existing scholarly research of the various sub-groups
of Sarvästiväda philosophical thought, Willemen, C, Dessein, B. and Cox,
C. (1998) proposed an innovative theory on the philosophical relationship
and interdependence of these various Sarvästiväda sub-groups. With the

growth of and the subsequent schism of the Buddhist community in the first
centuries after the death of the Buddha, the Buddhist order spread to the

West of the Indian subcontinent to such regions as Mathurä and Vidisa. *

From this ancient Buddhist zone, the doctrine was further brought to the

Northwest and to the South. It has been argued by Willemen, C, Dessein,
B. and Cox, C. (1998, pp. 123-125) that it is because of the political
dominance of the Kusäna empire in the second century AD that the

philosophical interpretation peculiar to the Vaibhäsika Sarvâstivâdins who

were centered in Kasmira, i.e. in the Kusäna empire, became the dominant

interpretation. It is this dominance that explains why modern scholarship
until recently recognized the Vaibhäsika viewpoints as the orthodox
Sarvästiväda viewpoints. In fact, the Vaibhäsika development is only one

of two main streams of doctrinal development. The second line of
development was situated in Gandhâra and in Bactria. While the

Vaibhäsikas laid special emphasis on the authority of philosophical treatises

(sästras), the Gandhâran and Bactrian Sarvâstivâdins compiled
philosophical texts that have the textual format of sütras, i.e. their texts consist

of stanzas which are explained in an auto-commentary. These Gandhâran

and Bactrian masters refer to themselves as Sauträntikas, thus pointing to

their dependence upon sütra-\ike literature. The same Gandhâran and

Bactrian Sarvästiväda masters are referred to as Därstäntika by their
Vaibhäsika opponents. Därstäntika, which is derived from drstänta, means

'illustration'.2 It here refers to the passages that serve to illustrate doctrinal

* We would like to express our gratitude to Dr. B. Dessein for his constructive

advice in writing the abhidharma sections of the present article.
1 Hirakawa, A., 1991, pp.266-276; Willemen, C, Dessein, B. and Cox, C, 1998,

pp.88-89.
2 Przyluski, J., 1923, pp.246-250.
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issues. A first compendium of the Gandhâran and Bactrian doctrine was
made by the Bactrian Dharmasresthin. This work is entitled Abhidharmahrdaya,

Heart of Scholasticism. Based on this work, other compendia, also

called hrdaya, were composed. The last work in this series is the

Samyuktäbhidharmahrdaya by Dharmaträta. It is significant that these

Gandhâran and Bactrian works show an increasing Vaibhäsika influence.
After the wane of the Kusäna power (starting from the fourth century AD),
the Sauträntikas of Gandhâra and Bactria became the dominant doctrinal
stream. The famous Sautrântika Vasubandhu (400-480 AD) criticizes the

Vaibhäsikas in his major work, the Abhidharmakosa. Later, the work has

been translated into Tibetan. After the final decline of the Käsmira 'orthodoxy'

in the seventh century AD, the Sauträntikas rename themselves as

Mülasarvästivädins, i.e. the original Sarvâstivâdins. It is the Mülasarväs-
tiväda interpretation of doctrinal texts that is brought to Tibet starting from
the seventh century AD. Also the translations into Chinese of Sarvästiväda

texts in the seventh century by Hsüan-tsang shows Mülasarvästiväda
influence.3 This interpretation even became the recognized interpretation in
regions which traditionally had been Vaibhäsika.4

***

The above scheme of philosophical development also seems to be valid for
the development of Sarvästiväda and Mülasarvästiväda vinaya literature.
After the split between the Mahäsämghikas and the Sthaviravädins, Stha-

viraväda Buddhism spread to the West of India. These Sthaviravädins later

gave rise to the Pali, Mahisasaka, Dharmaguptaka and Sarvästiväda
Schools.5

According to E. Frauwallner6, these schools owe their rise to
missionary activities during the reign of the Maurya King Asoka, as mentioned

3 Willemen, C, Dessein, B. and Cox, C, 1998, pp.74-80 and pp.89-92.
4 Willemen, C, Dessein, B. and Cox, C, 1998, p.85.
5 Of the other Sthaviraväda Schools, such as the Käsyaplya and Haimavata Schools,

a vinaya has not been passed down.

6 Frauwallner, E., 1956, p.l2ff..
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in the Singhalese chronicles. The missions are said to have started in the

region of Vidisä.
According to É. Lamotte7, however, the significance of the individual

missionaries has been widely overestimated. He points to the fact that the

expansion of Buddhism already initiated at the time of the historical
Buddha himself, and reached its peak during the reign of King Asoka in
the third century BC.

Furthermore, A. Hirakawa8 argues that already before the reign of
King Asoka, Buddhism had spread to the West of India, as far as the

region of Mathurä, and that during Asoka's reign the Buddhist samgha also

spread to other regions. With this geographical spread of Buddhism over
the Indian subcontinent, different Buddhist communities encountered practical

difficulties related to the different regions: the specific environment,
the language, the climate as well as contacts with lay people gave rise to a

particular monastic life with particular habits.9 These own habits were
integrated in the rules of the communities and gave them a proper identity
and a proper discipline, as the natural result of which they split up. The

rise of early Buddhist schools is thus most likely the result of divergences
regarding discipline rather than regarding doctrinal positions.10 Moreover,
as clearly stated by H. Bechert (1985, p.44): "In der Geschichte des alten

Buddhismus stellt die Herausbildung von unterschiedlichen Lehrmeinungen
eine jüngere, gegenüber den Vinaya-Kontroversen sekundäre
Differenzierungsschicht dar, die sie jedoch als außerordentlich wichtig für die weitere

Entwicklung der buddhistischen Religion erwiesen hat", doctrinal movements

rise after the development of communities organized according to
the Buddhist disciplinary rules.

R. Gombrich (19933 [1984], pp.84-85), further underlines that
coincidence between discipline and doctrine within a community is the result

of the fact that monks live in groups—monks sharing an ordination tradition

7 Lamotte, É., 1958, p.320ff..
8 Hirakawa, A., 1991, pp.266-276.
9 Pachow, W., 1955, p.28; Lamotte, É., 1958, pp.573-574; Gombrich, R., 19933

[1984], p.82; Hirakawa, A., 1991, p.280.
10 See also Nattier, J.J. and Prebish, C.S., 1977, pp.266-270; Prebish, C.S., 1979,

pp.298-299; Gombrich, R., 19933 [1984], p.82.
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also often share doctrinal views—rather than the result of a conscious

opposition between different monasteries.

To us it seems that the dogmatic positions of the different schools,

later, were made more explicit, were emphasized and were further
developed as the result of the need of these already separated schools to gain
a clear identity. In this way, they affirmed themselves as opposed to other
schools once the split in different groups was a fact. Thus, in the third

century BC, different communities, all having peculiar disciplinary rules,
came into being. They laid the basis for the early Buddhist schools. Among
these communities was the Käsmira11 community that later gave rise to the

(Vaibhäsika) Sarvästiväda School12, and the Gandhâran and Bactrian
communities giving rise to the Dharmaguptaka School. The groups that
later referred to themselves as Mülasarvästivädins were at first based in
Mathurä.13 This explains why later, two vinayas called 'Sarvästiväda

vinayas' came into being: one consisting of eighty sections in Mathurä

(Mülasarvästivädavinaya) and one consisting of ten sections in Kasmira

(Sarvästivädavinaya), as noted in the Mahäprajhäpäramitopadesa (T. 1509,

p.756c2-6 (second or third century AD))14. According to T.1509—

11 Gradually converted from the South (Lamotte, É., 1958, p.327; Hirakawa, A.,
1991, pp.274-276; Willemen, C, Dessein, B. and Cox, C, 1998, p.46).

12 Following Bechert, H., 1985, p.44 (see above), the Vaibhäsika philosophy is

most likely introduced and further developed in Käsmira, after the Käsmira (see

note 11) Buddhist community, organized according to the Buddhist disciplinary

rules, already existed for some time.

13 Willemen, C, Dessein, B. and Cox, C, 1998, pp.88-89.
14 See also Frauwallner, E., 1956, pp.24-41. According to E. Frauwallner (1956,

pp.37-41), the community of Käsmira owes its rise to the missions of Asoka and

was founded from Vidisa. The old community of Mathurä, much older than

Asoka, had nothing to do with these missions, but was an independent early

community. This explains the differences between the vinaya of the Mülasarvästivädins

and the vinayas of the Pali, the Mahisäsaka, the Dharmaguptaka and the

Sarvästiväda traditions. Since, however, the vinaya ofthe Mülasarvästivädins also

displays many similarities with the before mentioned vinayas, they all must have

a common older origin.
Frauwallner's statement is strongly dependent on the importance of Asoka's

missions. As shown above, however, the missions may not be overestimated.
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followed by Willemen, C, Dessein, B. and Cox, C, 1998, pp.88-8915-
the (later) Käsmira vinaya reduced the vinaya of Mathurä by leaving out

Moreover, as studied by A. Hirakawa (1991, pp.266-276), both Vidisä and

Mathurä belong to the same 'ancient Buddhist zone'. It seems very unlikely that

in this zone two totally independent communities (the old community of Mathurä

and the community of Vidisä, starting point of the missions) coexisted. Therefore,

the similarities and the dissimilarities of the vinaya of the Mülasarvästivädins with

the vinayas of the Pali, the Mahlsäsaka, the Dharmaguptaka and the Sarvästiväda

traditions cannot be the result of these two independent communities having a

common origin. Nevertheless, this does not change Frauwallner's conclusion that

"... we notice again and again that just the two schools of the Mülasarvästivädins

and of the Mahäsämghikas have introduced great modifications in their Vinaya,
but at the same time have preserved a good deal of ancient material."

Lamotte, É., 1958, pp. 195-196 (s 1988, p. 178) contests that the vinaya of
Mathurä, mentioned in the Mahäprajhäpäramitopadesa, refers to the Mülasarvästi-

vädavinaya: "As for the Mûlasarv. Vin. [...], it did not originate from an old

Buddhist community established in Mathurä from the first century of Buddhism—

as E. Frauwallner claims (p.37)—but from an immense compendium of discipline

which was closed very much later and was probably compiled in Kasmïr in order

to complete the Sarvâstivâdin Vinaya. When, in the passage studied above, Kumârajîva

[the translator into Chinese of the Mahäprajhäpäramitopadesa] speaks of a

'Vinaya in 80 sections from the land of Mathurä" he has in mind, not the

Mûlasarv. Vin., but the ancient Vinaya of Upäli which was finally preserved by

Upagapta in Mathurä." As we well show further, there is, however, a very close

link between 'the ancient vinaya ', or maybe better 'the immense compendium of
discipline of the ancient Buddhist zone (Vidisä and Mathurä)' and the vinaya of
the Mülasarvästivädins, the latter being the natural continuation of the former.

Consequently, the vinaya of Mathurä referred to by Kumârajîva, is related both to

'the ancient vinaya compendium' and to the Mülasarvästivädavinaya. The vinaya

of Kasmira refers to the vinaya ofthe Sarvâstivâdins. See also note 36.

Furthermore, the number 80 does not necessarily imply that, initially, the vinaya

of Mathurä was composed of exactly 80 sections. The number 80 could simply

refer to it that the vinaya of Mathurä had many more sections than the one of
Kasmira. Maybe we have to consider 80 to be a symbolic number.

15 See also Willemen, C, 1998 (forthcoming).
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numerous stories. However, since also the other vinayas do not contain
these stories, this implies that they too—as the Käsmira vinaya originating
from the ancient Buddhist zone (Vidisä and Mathurä)—carried out a

reduction, possibly in imitation of the Käsmira vinaya. To us it seems more
likely that with the spread of Buddhism over the Indian subcontinent, in an

initial phase only the essentials were transmitted, i.e. omitting the heavily
laden narrative structure. In this way, many stories were left behind in the

central area and were possibly not yet integrated in the vinaya. Their
number might have increased.

***

In Mathurä and in Kasmira, along with the growth of the order, the

Buddhist monks also engaged in philosophical contemplations. In the

course of time, doctrinal treatises (sästras) were compiled. In early
Buddhism, it was mainly the group that gave rise to the later labeled
Sarvâstivâdins and Mülasarvästivädins that was engaged in philosophical
discussions. This group compiled six major texts. An exact chronology and

location of these texts is hard to determine. Nevertheless, a study of these

works reveals that they are not of Käsmira origin and have to be dated

before the rise of the Kusäna empire (second century AD). As the main
stream of Northern Buddhist expansion went to Gandhâra and Bactria16,
this makes a Gandhâran or Bactrian affiliation for these six major texts
most probable. Consequently, it is not surprising that a first comprehensive,

systematic text was made by the Bactrian Dharmasresthin, probably
in the first century BC17: Abhidharmahrdaya, Heart of Scholasticism.

Later, also the Käsmiris compiled a comprehensive work, entitled the

Jhänaprasthäna, or Source of Knowledge. They promoted this work as the

summary of their teaching. A study of the content of this work—as
compared to Dharmasresthin's Abhidharmahrdaya—shows that the
Jhänaprasthäna is younger than Dharmasresthin's work. In this context, it is

significant to recall that Kasmira was a much more isolated region than
Gandhâra and Bactria were. Monasteries in Kasmira thus developed an

16 See Willemen, C, Dessein, B. and Cox, C, 1998, p.xi.
17 See Willemen, C, 1998 (forthcoming).
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own abhidharma position. Their dosest contacts were the monasteries
situated in Gandhâra. It is therefore obvious that Käsmira monks doc-

trinally positioned themselves as opposed to the Gandhâran monks. They
referred to themselves as Vaibhäsika (named after the Mahävibhäsäsästra,
a Käsmira commentary on the Jhänaprasthäna) or as Sarvâstivâdins

(referring to their doctrinal position that everything exists in the three

periods of time).
In the second to fourth centuries AD, the Kusäna empire was the most

powerful political power in the Northern and Northwestern regions of the

Indian subcontinent. It is undoubtedly this political power that is responsible

for the dominance ofthe Käsmira Sarvâstivâdins. With the decline of
the Kusäna empire, the Gandhâra region regained influence and the monks
of Gandhâra reaffirm themselves as Mülasarvästivädins, thus reclaiming
their position as orthodox. When starting from the seventh century AD,
Buddhism spread to Tibet, it were the Mülasarvästiväda interpretations of
abhidharma texts that were translated into Tibetan.

***

A parallel development can be discerned for the vinayas of the Vaibhäsika
and Sautrântika monks. During King Asoka's reign, monks started to go to
Kasmira where they established monasteries.11* On the one hand, their
disciplinary rules were based on the rules that were observed in the ancient
Buddhist zone, Vidisä and Mathurä. On the other hand, conditions
particular to the Käsmira region and its monasteries influenced the discipline
of the Käsmira monks. In the course of time, the vinaya of Kasmira was
finalized.18 It was later called the Sarvästivädavinaya. During the Kusäna

empire, it acquired a high status due to the dominance of the political
power of the Kusänas. In the ancient Buddhist zone, the 'ancient'
disciplinary rules continued to be observed. As can be seen in the philosophical
development of the Buddhist schools, this central area gradually expanded
to Gandhâra. The monks of this region started to compose doctrinal texts in
the form of sütras. This explains why, later, they refer to themselves as

18 When exactly the vinaya has been finalized is hard to say. According to Naka¬

mura, H., 1980, p.51, the finalization has to be situated in the first century AD.
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Sauträntikas. It seems not at all unlikely that the same monks used stories

to also illustrate disciplinary rules, thus integrating these stories into the

vinaya. In this way, a vinaya in eighty sections, the vinaya of Mathurä,
came into being. Exactly when this vinaya has been finalized is hard to
say.19 It is, however, most probable that it continued to grow longer than

the other extant vinayas of the ancient Buddhist zone.20 We will return to
this later. As shown in the doctrinal development of the Vaibhäsika and

Sautrântika communities, both groups constantly stayed in contact. This

explains the many similarities found in both vinayas.21 After the wane of
the Kusäna empire, the dominance of the Sarvâstivâdins vanished. The
Sauträntikas renamed themselves as Mülasarvästivädins. Their vinaya is

hence referred to as the Mülasarvästivädavinaya. It is this vinaya that is

introduced in Tibet in the eighth century AD22.

19 According to Nakamura, H., 1980, p.52, the finalization has to be situated in the

fourth century AD.
20 It does not seem unlikely that this later finalization is related to the fact that the

monks of the ancient Buddhist zone did not feel the need to determine exactly

what is and what is not to be part of a well circumscribed vinaya, since they were

not, unlike the monks ofthe other schools, involved in missionary activities. Only

in a later stage, when they started to occupy a more self-conscious position as

opposed to the Sarvâstivâdins, and certainly once they reaffirmed themselves as

Mülasarvästivädins, their vinaya was finalized and positioned as their own

(Mülasarvästiväda) vinaya. In this way, they later brought a completed vinaya to

Tibet.

21 For these similarities, see Waldschmidt, E., 1926, p. 187; Pachow, W., 1955,

pp.42-44. Pachow, W., 1955, pp.42-44, notes the many similarities between the

Sarvästivädavinaya and the Mülasarvästivädavinaya and concludes that the latter

tradition, in a later period, must have branched off from the former one. It seems

to us, however, that, although there are many similarities between both vinayas,

Pachow's conclusion cannot be sustained. Since the Mülasarvästivädavinaya also

contains many 'ancient' elements that coincide to the Pali, to the Mahlsäsaka, and

to the Dharmaguptaka vinayas and that do not figure in the Sarvästivädavinaya, it
is clear that the Mülasarvästivädavinaya cannot just have branched off from the

Sarvästivädavinaya, but must also be related to the other vinayas (see further).
22 See Snellgrove, D.L., 1987, p.306: "..., but the life of all Tibetan monasteries

has been regulated over the centuries on the ancient Monastic Rule of the Mula-
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Accepting the above described evolution as correct, the Mülasarvästiväda

disciplinary rules have to be characterized by three features:

1) They are related to the disciplinary rules of the ancient Buddhist zone

(Vidisä and Mathurä)23. It has, e.g., been shown in several studies on
vinaya rules24, that the Pali, Mahisäsaka, Dharmaguptaka, Sarvästiväda
and Mülasarvästiväda vinayas all have many similar rules25, thus pointing
to a common 'ancient' origin. Although the above schools very often comment

on the vinaya rules in a different way, the basic concepts of these

rules generally coincide. Also the number of rules shows a remarkable
conformity26, even though some rules differ in content:

Sarvästiväda school, adopted by the Tibetans from the eighth century onward,

because it happened to be the one chiefly favored in central and northwest India."

(see also pp.389, 431 and 486).

23 Several researchers have already pointed to
* the presence of old material in the vinaya of the Mülasarvästivädins: Przyluski,

J., 1923, pp.68-69; Hofinger, M., 1946, pp.235-241, p.256; Bareau, A., 1955a,

p. 154; Frauwallner, E., 1956, pp.24-41 (particularly p.37); Gnoli, R., 1977,

p.xxi; Brekke, T., 1998, p.23;
* the mixture of old and new material in the vinaya of the Mülasarvästivädins:

Waldschmidt, E., 1951, p. 120; Bareau, A., 1955b, p. 146; Lamotte, É., 1958,

p.730; Gnoli, R., 1977, p.xx; Panglung, J.L., 1981, pp.xi-xii.
24 For instance: Waldschmidt, E., 1926; Pachow, W., 1955; Kabilsingh, C, 1984.

25 In our study, we have limited ourselves to the extant vinayas of the Sthaviraväda

group, i.e. the Pali vinaya and the vinayas of the Mahïsasakas, the Dharmagup-

takas, the Sarvâstivâdins and the Mülasarvästivädins. Apart from these vinayas,

there is one other extant vinaya that does not belong to the Sthaviraväda group,
i.e. the vinaya ofthe Mahäsämghikas. On the one hand, the latter vinaya contains

many elements that reveal a common origin with the vinayas of the Sthaviraväda

group. On the other hand, it contains many peculiar features. See also note 14.

26 Since several researchers (Waldschmidt, E., 1926, pp.2-3; Pachow, W., 1955,

appendix IV; Hirakawa, A., 1970, p.434 and p.493; 1982, pp.39-40; Kabilsingh,

C, 1987, p.47) come to slightly different numbers, the following scheme is based

on our own counting.
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BHIKSUNÏVIBHANGA

PAR SA ANI NP PAC PRA SAI ADH Total

Pali vinaya 4 13 2 30 92 4 75 7 227

Mahï 4 13 2 30 91 4 IOO27 7 251

Dharma 4 13 2 30 90 4 100 7 250

Sarva 4 13 2 30 90 4 10728 7 257

orll329 or 263

Mula 4 13 2 30 90 4 9430 7 244

Abbreviations: PÄR= pârâjika; SA samghävasesa; ANI aniyata; NP

nihsargika päcittika; PAC pâcittika; PRA pratidesanìya; SAI saiksa;

ADH adhikaranasamatha (or variants)

27 The Ma/z7" does not make any distinction between the individual saiksa rules. The

number 100 is based on the bhiksuprätimoksa (T. 1422).

28 This is the number of saiksa rules in the bhiksuvibhahga of the Sarvâstivâdins

(T. 1435).

29 This is the number of saiksa rules in the bhiksuprätimoksa of the Sarvâstivâdins

(T. 1436). Also the Sanskrit bhiksuprätimoksa ofthe Sarvâstivâdins (Finot, L. and

Huber, É. (1913)) gives 113 rules.

30 Neither the Mula (T. 1442) nor the bhiksuprätimoksa of the Mülasarvästivädins

(T. 1454) makes a clear distinction between the individual saiksa rules.

Consequently, the number 94 is an approximate total.

The Sanskrit bhiksuprätimoksa ofthe Mülasarvästivädins (Banerjee, A.C. (1977))

gives 108 rules.
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BHIKSUNÎVIBHANGA

PAR SA ANI NP PAC PRA SAI ADH Total

Pali vinaya 8 17 - 30 166 8 75 7 311

Mahl 8 17 - 30 20931 8 100 7 379

or 210 380

Dharma 8 17 - 30 178 8 100 7 348

Sarva 8 17 - 30 178 8 10732 7 355

or 106 or 354

Müla 8 2033 - 33 180 11 9434 7 353

It is obvious that the vinayas largely coincide. According to our view, this

can only point to a common origin. The differences in the category of the

saiksa precepts most probably are the result of the fact that this category

31

32

33

34

The number of päcittika precepts in the bhiksunïvibhariga of the Mahlsäsakas is

not clear. The 7aiy/zô-edition, T. 1421, p.l00al5, gives a total of 207 precepts. In

fact, 209 precepts are enumerated. The counting of the 7ais/zö-edition displays

some irregularities: between p.88al and p.89al9, there are not 10 but 9 precepts;

between p.94b20 and p.95b27, there are not 10 but 12 precepts; between p.95b28

and p.96bl2, there are not 10 but 11 precepts; between p.96bl3 and p.97b2,
there are not 10 but 8 precepts; between p.98c24 and p.99c8, there are not 10 but

12 precepts. The v.l. 3eds. and ^ give a total of 105 precepts; the v.l. Ü gives a

total of 205 precepts.
The bhiksunïpratimoksa ofthe Mahlsäsakas (T. 1423) has 210 precepts.
The Sarva, bhiksunïvibhariga, does not mention the precepts common to bhiksus

and bhiksunls. Since also the saiksa precepts are not mentioned, we can logically
assume that they coincide with the 107 precepts for monks. The bhiksunlprätimoksa

ofthe Sarvâstivâdins (T. 1437), however, enumerates 106 precepts. One

precept mentioned in the bhiksuvibhanga of the Sarvâstivâdins (T. 1435, p.l38c6-
9, päc.77 (one may not throw away food that sticks to the hand)) is not

mentioned. The v.l. 3eds., "g and lg, however, do mention this precept in the

bhiksunlprätimoksa (see T.1437, p.487, note 11).

While the other vinayas all have 17 precepts, the Müla displays 20 precepts. This

is the result ofthe fact that one precept has been split up in four elements.

This is an approximate total (see note 30).
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was regarded as 'an open category'. Rules belonging to this category could
be freely added.35 In the bhiksunlvibhahga, more differences in more
categories can be noted. This is probably due to the fact that several rules

for nuns were developed at a time when the schools already flourished in

separate areas.

2) They contain elements influenced because of contact with the
Sarvâstivâdins36. Comparative studies of the rules for monks and nuns
(Waldschmidt, E., 1926; Pachow, W., 1955) have revealed that the rules ofthe
Sarvâstivâdins and of the Mülasarvästivädins display many similarities.21*
It is not unlikely that these similarities are the result of Sarvästiväda

influence on the Mülasarvästivädins.

3) They contain developments particular to the Mülasarvästivädins, some

of them clearly of a relatively late origin37. The most striking feature is the

many stories added to the vinaya.

Many previous vinaya studies have given evidence for one of the above

three features.38 That these three features are interrelated elements of a

greater developmental theory is further revealed in the following:

35 See Waldschmidt, E., 1926, p.3: "Die saiksa-dharmas gelten als sambahulä

dharmas (Mahävy. 256), Chin. ^fSjJ, ihre Anzahl steht nicht genau fest und

ist sogar in derselben Schule Schwankungen unterworfen." See also Olivelle, P.,

1974, pp.45-47 and von Hinüber, O., 1995, pp. 14-15.

36 See also Lamotte, É., 1958, p.196 (s 1988, p.178): "As for the Mûlasarv. Vin.

[...], it [...] was probably compiled in Kasmïr in order to complete the Sarvästiväda

Vinaya" (see also note 15); 1958, p.727 1988, p.657): "The Mûlasarv.

Vin. is presented as an enormous compilation. It repeats all the earlier facts from
the Sütras, the Vinayas (particularly that of the Sarvâstivâdins) and the autonomous

Lives, ..."
37 Several researchers have already pointed to the relatively late material in the

vinaya ofthe Mülasarvästivädins: Frauwallner, E., 1956, pp.24-41; Lamotte, É.,

1958, p.196 andp.727ff; Hirakawa, A., 1970, pp.565-567; Prebish, C.S., 1974,

pp. 175-176; Gnoli, R., 1977, pp.xix-xx; Nakamura, H., 1980, p.52; Kabilsingh,

C, 1984, p.185; Brekke, T., 1998, p.26.
38 See notes 21, 23 and 37.
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A) The Müla, bhiksuvibhahga, T.1442, p.630c6-10, gives the following
explanation on the term päräjika: "Päräjika [po-lo-shih-chia] is the most
serious and the most hateful offense. It is reprehensible and inadmissible.

If a bhiksu commits [such an offense], he is no longer a sramana and he is

no longer a Säkya disciple. He looses the capacity of a bhiksu and he goes
against nirväna. He falls back. Defeated, he cannot be saved. It is as if one
cuts off the top of a täla tree39, this tree cannot grow again. In the same

way, one cannot flourish, grow or increase. Therefore it is called

päräjika.'
The other extant vinayas of the ancient Buddhist zone display the

following explanations:

Pali vinaya, Oldenberg, H., Vinaya Pitakatn, Vol.III, bhikkhuvibhahga, p.28,

translated by Horner, LB., BD, Vol.1, p.48: 7s one who is defeated

[päräjikojW means: as a man with his head cut off cannot become one to live

with that bodily connection, so is a monk indulging in sexual intercourse not a

(true) recluse, not a (true) son of the Sakyans: therefore he is called one who is

defeated. '

Mahï, bhiksuvibhahga, p.4c21-23: 'Päräjika [po-lo-i] implies that one falls

back; it implies that one is bad; it implies that one cuts off the head; it implies
that one is no longer a sramana.'

Dharma, bhiksuvibhahga, p.571c6-8: 'Why is it called päräjayika^ [po-lo-i]? It
is as if one cuts off someone's head and he cannot stand up again. This is also to

be applied to a bhiksu. If he commits such an offense [i.e. a päräjayika], he

cannot again become a bhiksu. Therefore it is called päräjayika. '

Sarva, bhiksuvibhahga, p.2cl6-18: 'Päräjika [po-lo-i] implies that the fall is

without an equal. The offense is corrupt and serious. If one commits such an

offense, the fall is without an equal, one is no longer called a bhiksu, one is no

longer a sramana and one is no longer a Säkya disciple. One looses the capacity

of a bhiksu. '

39 i.e. a palmyra tree or fan palm (Borassus flabelliformis).
40 Horner, I.B., BD, Vol.I, 19492 [1938], p.xxvi, supports the idea that päräjika

might be related to the passive of parä- vji, 'to be defeated'.

41 Dharmaguptaka tradition: päräjayika instead of päräjika (cf. Chung, J. and Wille,

K, 1997, 2.r4 and 6).
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A comparison between the above vinayas reveals the following facts:

1) The Pali vinaya as well as two Chinese vinayas (Mahi and Dharma)

compare the committing of a päräjika offense with a decapitation, while in
the Müla, it is compared with a 'decapitation' of a täla tree. This similarity
points to an initially common—and thus ancient—understanding of the term
päräjika, thus sustaining our presumption that also the Müla is to be traced
back to the ancient Buddhist zone.

2) The similarities between the explanations of the Sarva and of the Müla
are striking, as in the following:

Sarva: 'Päräjika [po-lo-i] implies that the fall is without an equal. The offense is

corrupt and serious.' Müla: 'Päräjika [po-lo-shih-chia] is the most serious and

the most hateful offense. It is reprehensible and inadmissible.'

Sarva: Tf one commits such an offense, the fall is without an equal, one is no

longer called a bhiksu, one is no longer a sramana and one is no longer a Säkya

disciple. One looses the capacity of a bhiksu.' Müla: 'If a bhiksu commits

[such an offense], he is no longer a sramana and he is no longer a Säkya

disciple. He looses the capacity of a bhiksu and he goes against nirväna. He falls

back.'

3) The Müla is the only vinaya that displays the concept of defeat. This

concept is most likely a very late one, arisen as the result of an attempt of
commentators to explain the etymology of the term päräjika.42 The same
idea is also displayed in the Samantapâsâdikâ, a commentary on the Pali

vinaya most probably compiled in the fifth century AD43: Vol.I, p.259:
"päräjiko tiparäjito paräjayam äpanno.", translated by Horner, LB., BD,
Vol.I, p.38, note 3: (päräjika is) "defeated, fallen on defeat".

B) The Müla, T. 1442, bhiksuvibhahga, p.762c4-6, gives the following
explanation on the term pätayantikälpäcittika (or variants, hereafter all
pac.)44: "po-i-ti-chia' is that it burns (Vdah), that it boils (vpac) and that

42 See also Heirman, A. (1999), pp.56-59.
43 von Hinüber, O., 1996, p. 104.

44 See Edgerton, F., BHSD, p.340, s.v. pätayantika.
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one falls (\fiat). One who commits [such] an offense falls into the woefül
courses of a being in hell, of an animal or of a hungry ghost while he is

burning and boiling.'45
Of the other extant vinayas of the ancient Buddhist zone, only the

Sarva contains an explanation of the term pac. :

Sarva, bhiksuvibhahga, p.63cl8-20: 'A 'po-ye-t'i': this offense means that it
burns (Vdah), that it boils (vfrac), that it hinders (ä- Vvr); if one does not repent,

one obstructs the path';

bhiksuvibhahga of the Sarvâstivâdins, Rosen, V., 1959, p. 130, pac.5.7 (and

analogous passages): " (pätayantikä pacati dahaty uddahaty avyutthita)syäva-

ranakrtyam karoti tenäha pä(tayantikä |)", "(Ein Pätayantikä-Vergehen reift,

brennt, brennt auf und schafft dem, der es nicht bereut,) Hinderung; daher heißt

es ein Pätayantikä-Vergehen. "46

Most Chinese vinayas do not translate the term pätayantikälpäcittika, but only

give a phonetic rendering. Only the Mahï translates the term as ü[4', 'to fall'.
The idea 'to fall' is also found in the translation of the term nihsargikä

pätayantikä (or variants, hereafter all nih-päc.)48: fêM (Mahï, Dharma, Sarva

and Mula)49, 'to give up—to fall', referring to a precept involving the giving up

of an object.

The above data reveal the following facts:

1) As the term pac. is only explained in the vinayas of the
Mülasarvästivädins and of the Sarvâstivâdins, an attribution of this explanation
to the ancient Buddhist zone cannot be checked.

45 See also a similar explanation in the Divyâvadâna (Mülasarvästiväda tradition):

Cowell, E.B. and Neil, R.A. (eds.), p.544.10; Levi, S., 1912, p.506; von

Hinüber, O., 1985, p.65.
46 According to von Hinüber, O., 1985, p.65, the use ofthe term pacati points to

the fact that possibly, in earlier times, the vinaya of the Sarvâstivâdins had a term

similar to the term päcattika.
47 Cf. Mahï, p.37b 14.

48 See Edgerton, F., BHSD, p.310, s.v. nihsargika and p.340, s.v. pätayantikä.
49 Cf. Mahï, p.23al3; Dharma, p.601c6; Sarva, p.31bl; Mula, T.1442, p.715b8.
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2) The similarities between the explanations of the Sarva and of the Mula
are striking.

3) The Müla is the only vinaya (of the Sthaviraväda vinayas)50 that gives
an explanation using the term 'to fall'. The other vinayas only have this
idea in their Chinese translation of the terms pac. and nih-päc, but never
in an explanation. The idea 'to fall' presumably is a relatively late attempt
to explain the term pätayantikä.5^

C) The pratidesanlya precepts for nuns52 of the extant vinayas of the

ancient Buddhist zone can be schematized in the following way:

Pali : Oldenberg, H., Vinaya Pitakam, Vol.IV, pp.346-348

T.1421: p.l00al6-bl0 (Mahï)

T. 1428: p.778a8-bl0 (Dharma)

T.1435: p.345a23-b28 (Sarva)

T.1443: pp.l016a28-1017bl0 (Müla)

50 Apart from these vinayas, also the Mahä uses this idea: bhiksuvibhahga,

p.292bl0-12 (concerning an unlawfully obtained extra robe): 'Ni-sa-ch'i-po-ye-
t'i' is that he has to give up the extra robe in the samgha and that he has to repent

of his 'po-ye-t'i' offense. 'Po-ye-t'i' is that what can cause someone to fall into a

woeful course.'

51 See von Hinüber, O., 1985, pp.63-66.
52 The 8 pratidesanlya precepts for nuns do not correspond to the pratidesanïya

precepts for monks. They are, however, related to a päcittika precept for monks

to be found in all the vinayas: Pali vinaya: pac. 39; Mahï: päc. 41; Dharma,

Sarva and Müla, T. 1442: päc. 40.
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Pali Mahï Dharma Sarva Mula

mm sarpis 1 1 1 4 4

iE taila 2 2 2 5 5

m madhu 3 3 3 / 7

(IDSS phänita 4 4 4 / 6((#)Ht)
?L kslraldugdha 7 5 5 1 1

es dadhi 8 6 6 2 2

& matsya 5 7 7 6 8

1*1 mämsa 6 8 8 7 9

_ii M navanïta / 1 1 3 3

»Ô Si va/iûra / 1 1 8 10

11 (i.e. a precept corre-

sponding to a pratidesanïya precept for bhiksus)

A comparison between these vinayas reveals the following facts:

1) The Pali vinaya, T.1421 (Mahï), T. 1428 (Dharma) and T.1443 (Müla,

bhiksunlvibhahga) all have the same eight precepts. This points to a

common ancient origin. (In T.1435 (Sarva) two precepts are lacking.)

2) The Müla adds three precepts to the ancient eight ones. Two of these

precepts correspond to two precepts that were—compared to the

inheritance common with the other vinayas of the ancient Buddhist zone-
added also by the Sarva. The Müla thus most probably is influenced by the

Sarva.

3) The Müla has one precept that can only be found in this vinaya. It has

been copied from the bhiksuvibhahga.

***

We realize that the above examples are certainly not exhaustive.

Nevertheless, given the evidence of the philosophical development of the

Sarvästiväda and Mülasarvästiväda Schools, given the natural way in which
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vinayas gradually developed53, given the evidence regarding the

Sarvästiväda and Mülasarvästiväda vinayas revealed in previous vinaya
studies, and, finally, given the above demonstrated, we can conclude

1) that the disciplinary rules of the Mülasarvästivädavinaya are closely
related to the vinaya rules of the ancient Buddhist zone (Vidisä and

Mathurä) expanded to Gandhâra;

2) that the disciplinary rules of the Mülasarvästivädavinaya are influenced

by the rules of the Sarvästivädavinaya;

3) that the Mülasarvästivädavinaya has been finalized in a later stage than
the other extant vinayas of the ancient Buddhist zone.

It is precisely the fact that the Mülasarvästivädavinaya is the natural
continuation of 'the immense compendium of discipline of the ancient Buddhist
zone', influenced by the Sarvästivädavinaya and finalized at a late date,
that explains why different scholars have characterized the Mülasarvästivädavinaya

both as the youngest and as the oldest vinaya. The above
outlined developmental theory gives evidence that it is the constant vinaya
evolution that is responsible for their conclusions. We thus have to
conclude that the development of the vinayas of the Vaibhäsika and Sautrântika
monks seems to parallel their philosophical development.
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